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Photo Biography – Tim Gibson
Before and during college, 1985 thru 1990, Gibson worked for noted Top Fuel dragster builder Don Long,
Gardena, CA. For decades Don Long Race Cars set the standard for championship winning Top Fuel
dragster design and build quality. Gibson assisted with design and construction on a number of
successful Top Fuel cars and components.
Gibson graduated from UCLA in 1990 with a Bachelor of Science degree in Aeronautical Engineering,
and was President of the Aerospace Society (AIAA) at UCLA in his junior and senior years. Also, Gibson
designed and constructed a glider aircraft that won the prestigious SoCal Engineer’s Week at UCLA
glider flying competition twice, in his junior and senior years.

Gibson built and tested numerous airfoils and high lift devices in the UCLA wind-tunnel. Here, NASA “winglets” are
tested on Eppler E-184 and E-212 airfoil profiles. The NASA winglets, currently seen on most commercial aircraft,
provide a definite increase in L/D (lift to drag ratio) for a specific range of Reynold’s Number.

From 1990 until 1992 Gibson worked for TRW Space and Defense at Space Park, Redondo Beach, CA,

on DSP satellite electrical systems and solar arrays. Appointed to MTS (Member of Technical Staff),
Gibson also created new algorithms for the Minute Man missile electrical system and cooling system.
Gibson had a Secret level security clearance.

TRW Illustration, DSP
Phase 3 infrared ICBM
tracking satellite.

Left - DSP (Defense Support Program) satellite under
construction at TRW Space Park, Redondo Beach, CA.
Gibson algorithms optimized solar array configuration.
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In 1990 to 1993, at Don Long Race Cars, Gibson designed, built, and marketed a titanium rear axle
housing for Top Fuel dragsters. The axle housing was made of 6Al-4V alloy titanium, welded and heat
treated. New methods to facilitate welding titanium were developed. The titanium axle housing, along
with a custom designed 300M tubular live-axle and carbon brakes, allowed significant weight savings.

.
Titanium axle housing - center, assembly shown with billet aluminum center section and floater hubs. On left is bare
titanium axle housing. Note titanium welding chamber in background. Right - prototype Gibson titanium rear axle
housing assembly installed.

In 1991-1995 Gibson designed, built, and drove an ultra-lightweight fuel dragster in the top nonsupercharged category (a.k.a: A/FD). The car featured a new, high L/D wing package, lightweight custom
driveline, high pressure fuel system, ultra-lightweight construction, and many innovative components and
packaging. It set and re-set the NHRA A/FD National Record to 239 MPH in its first race, an NHRA
Division 7 regional race at Palmdale, CA. Then in qualifying at the Winternationals at Pomona, CA, the
car ran 255 MPH which again significantly raised the A/FD class speed record.

Left – Gibson revisions on A/FD frame at Don Long’s shop. Right - first start-up on nitro.

Gibson driving in the car’s first test, Palmdale, CA.
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From 1992 thru 1998 Gibson worked for Dan Gurney, Dan Gurney’s All American Racers (AAR). Hired to
design lightweight structures and components for the IMSA Toyota GTP (Grand Touring Prototype) car,
Gibson’s mandate from Dan Gurney was that the GTP car was always to race at minimum weight.
Gibson designed and tested titanium, aluminum, and magnesium structural components for the very
successful GTP program.
AAR Toyota GTP nose air intake
configuration took advantage of full
dynamic ram pressure for water
radiators, oil coolers, and the intercooler.
Double rear wing and diffuser floor
worked together to produce excellent L/D
ratio.
It set many outright track records and
won the IMSA Championship in 1992 and
1993.

Dan’s GTP car held the road course lap record set at
Daytona since 1993, when the All-American Racers (AAR)
team clinched pole position for the Daytona 24 Hours with
its Toyota-powered Eagle MkIII sportscar. Endurance
racing required powerful headlights and heavier front
bodywork with heavy duty electrical system to
accommodate lights for night running.

After the GTP program ended, Gibson worked with Dan Gurney to design and develop Dan’s prototype motorcycle
named Alligator, including frame, suspension, and 4V-DOHC engine. Engine was designed by optimizing
engineering fundamentals, i.e: BMEP (brake mean effective pressure), MPS (mean piston speed), MGV (mean gas
velocity), etc. The Gibson designed ultra-compact engine made target horsepower goal on its first dyno test.

Left - Gibson designed the welded and heat-treated aluminum single-sided-swing-arm. Right - Billet cylinder head
flow model verifies CNC code for ports and combustion chamber, and is tested using a flow bench (CFM).
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Left - Cylinder head castings designed by Gibson with castings done by Zues, UK. Right – Owner, All American
Racer’s (AAR) founder, Dan Gurney tries out Gibson designed prototype Alligator motorcycle with fabricated
aluminum single-sided-swing-arm and new high performance 750cc DOHC-4V engine.

After the A/FD dragster project, in 1995 Gibson started driving in 300+ MPH NHRA Top Fuel dragster
competition. First with Paul Smith Racing, then Gibson drove the BME dragster until 2003.
The BME Top Fuel car was used for extensive prototype development for new Gibson designs such as
wing components, supercharger and induction systems, a fuel injection throttle-body assembly, along with
a carbon air scoop designed to efficiently supply dynamic pressure into the supercharger.

Gibson: Have Firesuit, Will Travel.

Gibson thumbs up in the BME TF car .

Dan Gurney and Gibson discuss race strategy at Pomona.

Gibson driven TF dragster accelerates at over 5 g’s.
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At the same time Gibson was driving in NHRA Top Fuel competition, starting in 2001, Tim had the
opportunity to drive Frank Hedge’s MasterCam front engine Top Fuel dragster in Heritage Drag Racing.
Heritage Top Fuel dragsters use nitromethane and can exceed 260 MPH in 5 sec. Gibson was runner-up
at the famed “March Meet” in Bakersfield, CA, then won Arizona Nationals, Firebird Raceway, Phoenix,
th
AZ. Also was low e.t. no. 1 qualifier, and top-speed, at the 50 NHRA Anniversary Race at Pomona, CA.
th
At this 50 NHRA Anniversary race, Gibson drove both the BME mid-engine TF car and the front engine
TF vintage car, which has never been done before or since.

Left to right – Gibson wins at NHRA 50th Anniversary race.

Tim Gibson wins event at Firebird Raceway.

Left to right – Gibson ready to race the 250 MPH front engine Top Fuel car at Bakersfield. Gibson designed injector
and scoop, and front and rear wings. Gibson on the return road after a run at Pomona.

In 1996 Gibson designed, and together with BME,
started limited production of an all new design
magnesium supercharger and fuel injection system for
NHRA Professional Racing applications. The
Gibson/Miller magnesium supercharger is at least
12lbs lighter, stiffer, has better compression, higher
airflow (CFM), and lower maintenance, than the
competition. Production exceeded 300 units. The
magnesium fuel injector and carbon scoop were
designed to place the throttle blades closer to the
supercharger allowing quicker throttle response,
consistent idle characteristics, along with increased
airflow.
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Gibson designed magnesium 14-71 roots
supercharger (wt 72 lbs), fuel injection, and scoop with
internal turning-vanes, provides maximum ram
pressure, over 3600 CFM airflow at 11,500 RPM, with
40+psi boost. The fuel injection system allows
consistent idle and approx. 0.020 sec quicker throttle
response.

In 1998 Gibson got the opportunity to do the aerodynamics and mechanical engineering for Joe Gibbs
Racing. This led to many wind tunnel sessions in the large (18’ x 34’) GM wind tunnel in Warren, MI.
Also with GM throughout 1999, Gibson became aerodynamicist for Don Prudhomme Racing. These were
very successful programs.

Left to right – Gibson with the Don Prudhomme Racing Camaro in the
General Motors wind tunnel Warren, MI. Front view shows boundary
layer suction slot in floor.
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Left below - Gatornationals Low E.T. and Top Speed with Joe Gibbs Racing.
Right - Joe Gibbs Funny Car in GM tunnel. Many of Gibson’s innovations have become standard in the
Funny Car category.

GM wind tunnel, Warren, MI. Excellent wind tunnel, with good real world correlation. The large size of the test
section allowed a very low blockage ratio.

In 2000 Gibson was offered a contract from John Force Racing as aerodynamicist and mechanical
engineer, using the Lockheed Wind Tunnel in Marietta, GA. Gibson worked on Mustang aerodynamics,
and with multi-championship winning crew chief Austin Coil, worked on superchargers, clutches, fuel
systems, and all engine and performance / engineering related issues. Gibson left the team at the
beginning of 2008. During the time Gibson was aerodynamicist and mechanical engineer, the JFR
program won the NHRA Championship every year except one. Many innovative features of 330+ MPH
NHRA Funny Cars were designed and developed by Gibson, and are in use today.
Many
dimensions and
shapes from a
production
Mustang were
used for a Catia
3-D model, data
is converted to
“g-code”, which
is used by CNC
machines for
manufacturing.
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Left – Gibson did most aeronautical development in the Lockheed Atlanta wind tunnel. Lockheed tunnel provided
excellent Reynold’s Number correlation. Right - Gibson designed ultra-lightweight carbon body, shown mounted to
chassis assembly for fitment check. Ultra-lightweight high strength carbon-Nomex-honeycomb composite
construction allowed the body to be the lightest ever raced.

With good correlation, done properly, where applicable, wind tunnel testing and experimentation can be very useful.
Examples shown here Gibson is investigating body shapes and spoiler configurations using a “rolling road” scaled
wind tunnel, and also testing front wheelwell shapes to function as air exit ducting for improved front downforce.

In 2004 Gibson started driving Dave and Rex Stevens NHRA Top Fuel Dragster. Being an engineer /
driver allows much better awareness of the aeronautics and mechanical aspects of the car. The Gibson
Stevens TF car was a test-car and shop-car for Gibson/Miller superchargers and fuel injection.

Left to right - Gibson ready to race in NHRA Top Fuel Eliminator. In Top Fuel, concentration and car control are
critical.. Gibson in the Stevens TF car does a small wheelie on a hard launch. The primary sponsor was the rockand-roll band “George Thorogood and The Destroyers”. Gibson won $50,000 at the “Rocket City Nationals”,
Huntsville, AL.
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Gibson qualifying at US
Nationals, Indianapolis, IN, in
Stevens Top Fual car.
Wheels-up run to 300+ MPH
in 4 seconds..

In 2010 Gibson started manufacturing Gibson Racing products. The first products were racing wheels
and aeronautical components. Gibson Racing Wheels are the lightest SFI, SAE, and TUV approved
wheels ever made. The wheels are currently in use. Also currently in use, Gibson made wings for high
speed auto racing. Gibson designed proprietary tooling for CNC manufacturing, allowing large thin-wall
sections to be machined without distortion.

Haas SL-40 CNC lathe with Gibson proprietary tooling.
Drag race front wheels start as 3” or 4” thick aircraft
6061-T6 aluminum plate, then fully machined in CNC
lathe and mill.
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Gibson – CEO, President, Gibson Engineering, business management / team building /
aeronautical and mechanical engineering / manufacturing.

Gibson Racing Wheels win Super Stock Eliminator
on Charlie Westcott’s Hemi Cuda, at the U.S.Nationals at Indy.

Left - Gibson designed and manufactured 3-piece road race wheels. Wheel center is billet, and spokes are machined
to optimize high stiffness and light weight. Titanium aerospace fasteners are the highest quality available, and are
extensively tested in-house. With worldwide sales these wheels are among the lightest and strongest wheels ever
made. Gibson Racing Wheels were tested far beyond the applicable TUV and/or SAE specs.
Right – Made from 5 inch thick Alcoa aerospace aluminum mill product, Gibson 1-piece billet 15 x 3.5 inch racing
wheels are used in FunnyCar, ProMod, ProStock, and SuperStock. These are the lightest SFI approved 15 inch
wheels ever produced.
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In 2011 Gibson started doing aerodynamics for Seth Hammond’s normally-aspirated open wheel category
streamliner. While wind tunnels are very useful, but since they are typically designed to test up to
200 MPH, they do have limitations especially for very high speed, piston engine (exhaust flow), wheel
driven vehicles. Gibson carried out extensive boundary layer studies in order to examine real world air
flow patterns on the Hammond streamliner above 300 MPH. A number of modifications were considered
and changes made according to plan. The front end of the car was “cleaned up” aerodynamically.
Gibson designed and manufactured high L/D wings for the car. Gibson adapted aircraft stability
algorithms which, considering CG vs Cp locations, showed the car needed more aerodynamic stability.
Tim designed vertical stabilizers and tail strakes which serve to move the Cp rearward. The strakes also
function as diffusers providing downforce aiding traction. The project has evolved such that the
Hammond streamliner holds 4 speed records, all over 300 MPH, set at Bonneville Salt Flats, Wendover,
UT.

Left to right: Based on weight and balance calculations Gibson designed a new vertical tail for increased yaw stability
at 300+ MPH, first prototype shown here. Yaw stability, critical in aircraft and high speed automobiles, is created by
the distance between the CG and the aerodynamic center, or center of pressure, C P. Tail strakes, in this application,
combine yaw stability with diffuser effects. Also exhaust ducted into low pressure under the strakes help scavenge
cylinders, therefore increasing horsepower.

Left to right: Gibson designed and manufactured high L/D airfoils for pitch stability and downforce. Tufting and video
cameras mounted on rearward stanchions give a good side-rear view of real world airflow characteristics on the body,
around the exhausts, and under the car, at 300+ MPH. Combining tufting, pressure data, suspension movement,
along with careful calibration, produced record setting results.
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In addition to engineering consulting on numerous aircraft related and auto racing projects, in 2014
Gibson started doing aeronautical and mechanical engineering development on the Danny Thompson
Land Speed Record streamliner Challenger2. Calculations and analysis indicated this car would be
capable of speeds in excess of 450 MPH, and would therefore require rework and extensive new design.
Gibson designed new steering, brakes, front driveline, front suspension, front drive axle assembly,
exhausts, and provided gear ratio performance calculations. Gibson also designed special billet 2-piece
aluminum wheels. After weight and balance studies, CG location determination, algorithms were derived
to calculate the aerodynamic center, CP, in yaw, pitch, and roll. Rework included a new aft section and
tail, which extended the original, and reworking the suspension for acceptable floor/nose AOA.

Challenger2 is a combination of old school and new state-of-the-art technology.

Gibson billet aluminum 2-piece precision high-speed wheels were spin tested to 560+ MPH.

Left – Designed by Gibson, front upright and drive assembly with carbon brakes. The front drive assembly
is an intricate mechanism involving high level mechanical engineering, aerospace materials and fabrication.
Right – Challenger2 under construction.
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In August, 2018, Danny Thompson driving Challenger2 officially became the fastest piston engine car on
earth with an average speed of 448.757 MPH. On the “back-up” run it was clocked at 459.588 MPH
exiting the 5 mile speed traps at Bonneville.
Time-slips show details of Saturday (left) and
Sunday (right) runs. Results from Saturday run
with 84% nitro allowed an increase of 3% to 87%
nitro for Sunday run. With a 3-speed planetary
transmission the 540 c.i. engines were shifted at
7200 RPM and ran 6500 RPM at 459 MPH.

Sunrise at the Bonneville Salt Flats, August, 2018 (right)
Gibson inspects the car before record run.
Bodywork, floor, and tail assembly combine to produce good
yaw, pitch, and roll stability, essential aerodynamics for well over
400 MPH. Data shows over 2400lbs of downforce at 400 MPH,
with good aerodynamic stability.

Tim Gibson is currently working as an engineering consultant, and has
numerous projects ongoing.

